
The Calculation of Fourier Integrals

By  Guy de  Balbine  and Joel N. Franklin

1. Introduction. The numerical calculation of Fourier integrals

(1.1) Í   fix)e'"xdx (-00   < co <   oo )

is difficult for two reasons: (i) the range of integration is infinite ( — oo < x < oo ) ;

(ii) the integrand oscillates rapidly for large co.

A complicated but effective method of numerical integration has been developed

by Hurwitz and Zweifel [1]. We will show that this method is equivalent to a certain

trapezoidal rule. We will show that an Euler transformation approximates the

Fourier integral by infinite series which are convergent and which are asymptotic

for large to.

2. The Method of Hurwitz and Zweifel. If we write/(x) as the sum of an even

function and an odd function

(2.1) ¿i/(x) +/(-x)] = Mix), Wix) - fi-x)] = friz),

the integral (1.1) takes the form C(co) 4- iSiw), where

(2.2) C(co) =   /    ipix) cos co x dx, <S(co) =   /    4>ix) sin cox dx.
Jo Jo

In these integrals we make, respectively, the changes of variable

(2.3) x =  ir/a)y,        x = (x/co)(m + f).

Then the integrals take the forms

C(co) = ^- /    ip ( - y ) cos iry dy;
¿01 J-x        \C0      /

(2.4)

SM =íLj (l(y+0)cos vy dy-

Using the transformation

/co -1/2        oo

xiy) dy = f      22  xiy + n) dy,
cc J—1/2 n=—oo

.1/2     _oo_

-1/2

which is valid if summation and integration may be interchanged, we find from (2.4)

(2.5)

7(y, co) cos iry dy;
1/2

fl/2

*S(co)  = ~ /     aiy, co) cos iry dy,
ZCO J-l/2
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where

(2.6)

T(tf,«)  =   £   (-)nt(-(y + n));
n=-°o \C0\ //

<x(y,co)  =   ¿   (-)"0(l(2/ + n+iN)).
n=—oo \C0\ Z//

As functions of y both 7 and <r satisfy the identities

(2.7)    Fiy)=Fi-y);       F(j/ 4- 1) « -Ffo);       F(J + ») s -F(J - y).

A function Fiy) with the properties (2.7) has period 2. If Z^j/) has a convergent

Fourier series

00

Fiy) =  22 [(  ) cos kiry A- i  ) sin fcxy],
fc~0

then only the terms cos kiry, with k odd, have nonzero coefficients. Thus, 7(2/, co)

and aiy, co) have Fourier series of the form

(2.8) £(  ) cos (2*4- 1)rcy

where the coefficients (  ) are functions of co.

Hurwitz and Zweifel now develop a variant of Gaussian quadrature which is

exact when 7(2/, co) or aiy, of) is replaced in (2.5) by the truncated Fourier series

2ÍV-1

(2.9) 22  a,iu) cos (2k 4- l)ry.
v=0

Every cos (2? -)- l)iry is an odd polynomial in cos iry:

cos i2v A- l)iry =  22 (  )(cos«/)2M+1.

Therefore, if a series (2.9) is multiplied by cos iry, the result may be expressed in

the form

2AT-1

(2.10) cos2 iry   22 a„(co)(cos2 iry)".
v=0

Thus, we must look for the rule of Gaussian quadrature which is exact for integrals

of the form

.1/2 2W-1

(2.11) /(co) =   /     cos2 iry 22 a„(co)(cos2 iry)' dy.
Jo y 0

Let u = cos2 iry. We require orthogonal polynomials r0(w), Tiiu), ■ ■ ■ , rV(w)

satisfying

-1/2

(2.12) /     uTjiu)rkiu) dy = 0    for   j ^ k.
Jo

[Hurwitz   and Zweifel  use  the  notation   r3(cos iry)   instead  of  our   r,(w)    =

Tj(cos2 iry).] Explicitly, we have
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cos(2fc + \)iry _ T2k+iiu112)
(2.13) Tkiu) =

cos iry u112

where Tn is the Tchebicheff polynomial of degree n. Let ux   > u¿ > ■ ■ ■ >  uN he

the zeros of YNiu) ; explicitly,

(2.14) ut = cos2«/,-    with    y, = (2j - 1)/(27V + 1)2        (j= 1, • - ■ , TV)_

Let/(w) be any polynomial of the form

2JV-1

(2.15) fiu) =   22 «,«'
K=0

as in (2.11). Let /(u) be interpolated at %,•■•,% by a polynomial p(u) of

degree ^ TV — 1 :

(2.16) /(u,) = p(«y) (j = 1, ••• , N).

Then

»1/2 .1/2

(2.17) /     ufiu) dy =  /     upiu) dy
Jo Jo

because

/(m) - p(m) = rjv(M)g(«),

where the quotient o(w) has degree ^TV — 1, so that

-1/2

/     uTNiu)qiu) dy = 0.

By the Lagrange interpolation formula,

(2.18) piu) = 22 x,-(tt)/(ttj)
¿—i

where 7r3(w) is the polynomial of degree TV — 1 satisfying irjiuk) = 5JJt ; the poly-

nomials TTj(u) are independent of the function fiu). The identity (2.17) now yields

-1/2 N

(2.19) /     ufiu)dy = Y.cjfiuj)
Jo i=l

where Ci , ■ - ■ , cK are the Christoffel numbers

-1/2

(2.20) c, =  /     ttxyOO dy (j = 1, • • •, TV).
Jo

The Christoffel numbers are independent oí fiu). The identity (2.19) holds for all

polynomials fiu) of degree ^2TV — 1 in the variable u = cos iry.

Hurwitz and Zweifel suggest that the Christoffel numbers [which they call

Wim] be determined by setting/(ü) = u'1 (* = 1, • • • , TV) in the identity (2.19).

The resulting system of equations

(2.21) C'2 u'dy = ¿ iujY-'cj iv » 1, • • -, TV)
Jo j=l
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determines the c¡ uniquely because

det iU¡~1)j,r*i,— ,N = u ÍUj — uk) 7^ 0.
3>fc

The left-hand side of (2.21) has the explicit value

f1'2       2v        ,          l-3-5---(2„ - 1) , „
jf     cos   iry dy =-2,+1(i)!) (* = 1, ■•- ,TV),

and the numbers u¡ were given in (2.14). In their paper [1] Hurwitz and Zweifel

recommend that the c¡ = Wim be evaluated numerically for any given Ar.

The final quadrature formulas for the integrals C(co) and S(o>) are

(2.24) CM - Ï £ « ^^ ;    SM = - £ * ^^ •
w i=i        COS iryj CO 3=1        COS irlji

We have C/,(co) = C(co) and S/y(«) = S(co) when y and a have finite Fourier series

of the form

2/V-l

22
r-fl
22 a»(co) cos (2v 4- l)iry.

3. Simplification  of the Hurwitz-Zweifel Method. First we will show that

the Christoffel numbers c¡ = WjW have the values

(3.1) Cj = (2TV + I)"1 cos2 wyj ij = 1, • • • , TV)

where ¿v7= (2/- 1)/2(2TV 4- 1).

Proof. Define the functions

/or>\ /   \      cos 2viry 4- ( — l)v+1 ,        , „,.
(3.2) p^i(ti) =-^—P-— U = 1, ••■ ,TV).

cos2 iry

We assert that p^-^w) is a polynomial of degree v — 1 in the variable u = cos2 «•?/.

This is true because the numerator of (3.2) is a polynomial in u of degree v. Further,

the numerator vanishes when u = 0, which occurs when y — %. Since the de-

nominator of (3.2) is u, the fraction (3.2) is a polynomial of degree v — 1.

To prove (3.1), it is sufficient to show that the TV values (3.1) satisfy the N

equations

/1/2 Nupv-iiu) dy = 22 Pr-iiuj)cj iv = 1, • • • , TV)
3=1

because these equations are true if and only if the equations (2.21) hold. The left-

hand side of (3.3) equals

(3.4) i"2 [cos 2Viry + i-lY+1] dy = I i-iy+1      iv = 1, • • • , TV).
JO -5

Substitution of (3.1) and (3.2) in the right-hand side of (3.3) yields

(3.5) £ p,-iiuj)Cj = £ [cos 2virVj A- (-1)"+1](2TV + l)-1.
3=1 3-1
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Let ß = vir/i2N A- 1). Then, since 0 < ß < ir/2,

N JV

E cos 2i>«/j = Re E exP (2j — l)ßi
3=i /—i

= Re e" £(«*'')''
3=0

= Re A«"* - l)/(e*'- 1)

= (sin2A^)/(2sin/3).

But

shi2TV/3 = sin i2Nvir/i2N A- 1)) = sin (™- - 0) = (-)"+1 sin/3.

Therefore, the sum (3.5) equals

(3.5) i-iy+1[h + TV](2TV + I)"1 = K-D'+1.

Since the value (3.5) for the right-hand side of (3.3) equals the value (3.4) for

the left-hand side, formula (3.1) is now proved.

Theorem 3.1. Let Ay =  1/p, where p is any positive integer. For any function,

fiy) define the trapezoidal sum

T [Ay; fiy)] = Ay M-5)+§'(-.+-»)+.'(s)]-
Let Cf/ioi) and Suio:) be the Gaussian quadrature sums (2.24). Then

C„(co) = (7r/2co)T[(2TV + irK,yiy, co) oosry];

(3.6)
SM = (x/2co)T[(2TV 4- ir1;aiy,w)cosiry}.

Proof. Set Ay = 1/(2TV + 1). By (3.1) and (2.24),

(3.7) CV(co) = - (Aï/) E 7(2/3 . w) cos irijj
CO 3=1

where y¡ = (j —  \)Ay. Since yiy, co) is an even function of y, we have

(3.8) CW(«) = ~ iAy) £ 7 (~l? + ^7/, coj cos r (-± + vAy\

because

— I -f vAy = ±2/3    for    v = N A- j   and    v = TV — j A- 1.

The sum (3.8) equals the first trapezoidal sum (3.6), except that the terms involving

/.(±j) are missing. But these terms equal zero when fiy) = y(y, co) cos iry. This

proves the first identity (3.6). The second identity is established by the same

reasoning applied to f(y)  = a(y, co) cos iry.

We will now express the Gaussian sums Cat(co), <Sa(co) in terms of the functions

\j/(x), 4>(x) which appear in the original Fourier integrals (2.2). We will show that

Cjv(co) and (Sjv(co) are directly expressible by means of the simplest of all approxi-

mations to a Fourier integral

/f(x) exp (—¿cox) dx,
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namely

(3.9) F[xo, Ax, co;/(x)] = Ax   E fixo + vAx) exp (—ïco(x0 4- vAx)).
l/=—oo

Theorem 3.2. Let CNioi), SNioi) be the Gaussian sums (2.24). Let yiy, co) and

aiy, co) be defined for real co ^ 0 by convergent series (2.6). Then

CM = WW/2Í2N + l)co, T/Í2N A- l)co, co; fix)];

S-(«) = (t/2)F[0, tt/(2TV 4- Deo, co;0(x)].

Proof. Let Ax = x/[(27V + l)co] = i*/u)Ay. By (3.8),

2.V

(3.11) CM = ?Ax Et(-| + J'Ai/, co) costt(-| + vAy)..
v=0

In this sum we may use the lower limit v = 0 instead of v = 1 because the term

with v = 0 equals zero. From (2.6) we have

(3.12) C-(») = \ Ax E nEM ( - )> fc (~l + xAj/ + n)) cos ir (-I + ,Ayj .

Since A;/ = 1/(2TV 4- 1), and since ( —)"cosir0 = cos7r(0 -f- w),

(3.13) Cjv(co) = i Ax jtx * (l (~l + vAyjj cos 7T (-J 4- vAy\ .

Set v = TV 4- 1 + /í(-°°  <íu<  oo ). Then

Therefore,

(3.14) Cw(«) = fAr   E vKU + 5) Ax) cosco(M 4- |)Ax.

Since ^(x)  = i^(—x), we have

^((m + I)Ax) sin w(/i -f i)Ax = —ipiip! A- §)Ax) sin co(// 4- è)Ax

when m   =  —/i — 1 iß = O, 1, —). Therefore, cos co(/x 4- §)Ax may be replaced

by exp [ — iwiß A- l)Ax] in the sum (3.14). This proves the first identity (3.10).

For &v(co) we have, corresponding to (3.11), the formula

2N

(3.15) »Sjv(co)  = ^Ac E<r(-5 + vAy, co) costt( — \ A- vAy).
K=0

The series (2.6) for aiy, co) now yields

. 2JV        oo / v

(3.16) ^(co) =-AxE  E   i-)n4> 1-ivAy + n) )s\mrvAy.
2 v=0 n=— oo \C0 /

Since ( —)n sin 7TÖ = sin n-(0 4- n), and since Ay = 1/(2TV 4-1),

(3.17) Sitio:) = hAx  E 4>ivAx) smoivAx.
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Because <¿>(x)  = #(—x), sin co^Ax may be replaced by exp (— iuvAx). This com-

pletes the proof.

Corollary 3.1. We have, equivalent to (3.10), the identities

X

Cjv(co) = Ax E^((m + §)Ax) cosco(ai 4- |)Ax;
(i=0

(3.18)

<S/i(co) = Ax E^UAx) sin covAx,
n=i

where Ax  =  tt/[(2TV 4- l)w].

Proof. These identities are restatements of (3.14) and (3.17).

4. Estimation of the Remainder. In the preceding section we showed that the

method of Hurwitz and Zweifel is equivalent to the use of an infinite trapezoidal

sum F[xo, Ax, co; fix)] to approximate the Fourier integral

(4.1) íW(x)] = £/(x)e~'wdx.

Given fix), we wish to estimate the remainder

(4.2) R[xo, Ax, co;/(x)] = F[x0, Ax, co;/(x)] - F[w;fix)).

We wish also to examine different rules of numerical integration, for example,

Simpson's rule

(4.3) Fs[xo, Ax, co;/(x)] = —- ( E   + 2 E )fixo + vAx) exp (-¿co(x0 4- vAx)).
O      \v even v odd/

The usual local-error formulas for the trapezoidal rule and for Simpson's rule

are (see [5], p. 73)

~[gia) + gia + Ax)]

(4.4)
r°+ii ("a "i3

= ¡a       gix) dx A- i^i g"it) (ag{ga + Ai),

Ar
—■ [gia) A- 4gia A- Ax) + gia + 2Ax)]

(4-°) ,a+2„/a-r-lùtx /a     \b

gix) dx + i^jLL gwiÇ3) (a¿f,|a+ 2Ax).

These formulas suggest this conclusion: For small Ax Simpson's rule must be two

orders of magnitude more accurate than the trapezoidal rule. A simple consideration

of symmetry will show that this conclusion is false when the formulas (4.4) and

(4.5) are applied an infinite number of times to approximate an infinite-range

integral j-«> gix) dx. In our context the function gix) has the particular form gix) =

f(x) exp (— ¿cox), but that is irrelevant. Using the definition (4.3), define the error

in Simpson's rule:

(4.6) Rs[xo, Ax, a; fix)) = F8[x0, Ax, co;/(x)] - F[co;/(x)].
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From the definitions of F and F,, we have

(4.7) F[xo, Ax, a; fix)] = hF,[x0, Ax, a; fix)] + ¿Fs[x0 4- Ax, Ax, w; fix)].

Therefore,

(4.8) Äfcro, Ax, co;/(x)] = %R,[x0, Ax, co; fix)] + %Rs[x0 4- Ax, Ax, co;/(x)].

Thus, the remainder in the trapezoidal rule is the arithmetic mean of two remainders

for Simpson's rule with the same Ax. Therefore, the trapezoidal rule is at least as

accurate as Simpson's rule for infinite-range integrals. Remarks of this nature have

been made by Y. L. Luke [8].
A simple generalization shows that the trapezoidal rule is at least as good as any

other rule of quadrature for infinite-range integrals. Here we assume equally spaced

abscissae. Let

or.

(4.9) Gc[xo, Ax; gix)] = (Ax)   E c„t7(x0 + vAx)
v=—oo

be any sum approximating integrals /-oo gix) dx. Assume that the coefficients c, are

independent of x0, Ax, and gix), and suppose that the coefficients are periodic:

cv = cv+J). For Simpson's rule,

co = !,       ci = $;       p = 2.

We shall also require the consistency-condition

(4.10) Co + ci + ■■- A- Cp-j = p.

Let
00

(4.11) G[xo, Ax; gix)] = Ax  E gixo + vAx)
v=—x

and define the associated remainders

/ao «oo

gix) dx;       R = G —  /    .
00 J— 00

Then the periodicity and consistency of the coefficients imply

1 ^
(4.13) R[xo, Ax; g] = - E #c[x0 + mAx, Ax; g).

P(i=0

Thus, as Ax —> 0, R goes to zero at least as fast as the remainders Rc.

One may also write Rc in terms of R:

p-i

(4.14) Rc[xo, Ax;g] = E c^Xo 4- ßAx, pAx; g].
M=0

The increment Ax in the remainder Rc is replaced by the larger increment pAx

(p ^ 2) in the remainders R. Thus, from the identity (4.14) we may not conclude

that, as Ax —* 0, Rc goes to zero at least as fast as the remainders R.

To obtain a useful form for the remainder (4.2) in the calculation of Fourier

integrals, we shall express the remainder in terms of the unknown Fourier integral
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F[co;/]. To do this we will use the Poisson summation formula. Let hix) be defined

as a function of bounded variation for — oo < x < w . Let the infinite series

£ Hv)
j/=— 00

be convergent. If any integer v is a point of discontinuity of hix), assume that hiv)

is the arithmetic mean of the limits hiv ± 0) from right and left; more stringently,

assume that the function

(4.15) x~\hiv + x) -f- hiv - x) - 2A(p)]

is Lebesgue-integrable in the neighborhood of x = 0. (This will surely be true if

(4.16) hiv) = J[A(f + 0) +Hv - 0)]

and if hix) has derivatives h iv ± 0) from the right and from the left at x = v.)

Assume that the Fourier integral

(4.17) Hi\) =  (   hix)e~*xdx

converges for all to which are multiples of 2ir. Then a well-known theorem of Poisson

states :

(4.18) E  h{v) =  lim    E    Hi2irm).
»=—oo .l/-»=o   |m|jSM

To obtain F[x0, Ax, co;/], as defined by (3.9), set

(4.19) hix) = (Ax)/(xo + xAx) exp ( — ¿co(x0 + xAx)).

The Fourier transform (4.17) equals

/°°
(Ax)/(xo 4- xAx) exp (-¿co(x0 4- xAx))e ,Xl dx.

00

The change of variable £ = Xo + xAx gives

Hi\) = exp (¿Xxo/Ax) f  /(£) exp (-¿(co 4- X/Ax)£) d£.

In the notation (4.1), this expression equals

(4.21) Hi\) = exp ii\x„/Ax)F[œ A- A/Ax;/].

The theorem of Poisson now yields

F[xo, Ax, co; /] =  lim     E    exp (^) F L 4- ^ ; /]
(422) M^x Ni<m \   Ax   /     |_ Ax      J

= F[co;/] +fí[xo,Ax, co;/]

where, if ß = 2irx0/Ax,

(4.23)  R[xo,Ax,o>;f] = E <eiMiF
wi=l

co  4-
2mir     1        -,mij, r 2mir     1)
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We have just proved the following theorem:

Theorem 4.1. Let fix) be of bounded variation for — oo < x < cc. If a is any

point of discontinuity off, assume that [fia A- x) A- f(a — x) — 2/(a)]/x is Lebesgue-

integrable in the neighborhood of x = 0. Suppose that the Fourier integral

(4.24) F[co;/] =  f  f(x)e~iaxdx
J—00

converges for all real co. Let the infinite-series

CO

(4.25) F[xo, Ax, co;/] = Ax  E f(xo + ».Ax) exp (—z'co(x0 4- vAx))
y=—CO

converge for some fixed Xo, Ax > 0, and co. Then

(4.26) F[x0, Ax, co;/] = F[co, /] 4- R[x0, At, co;/],

where R is the convergent series (4.23).

We can immediately apply this theorem to obtain an expression for the re-

mainder when the series CW(co) of Hurwitz and Zweifel is used to approximate the

cosine-integral C(co), or when SN(w) is used to approximate the sine-integral <S(co).

From (3.10) we find

(4.27) C/y(co) - C'(co) = %R[xo, Ax, co; ¿(x)]

with

xo = iAx,        Ax = tt/(2TV 4- l)co.

Since i^(x) is even, we have

WW,*ix)\ = C(co)   = C(-co).

Therefore, by (4.27) and (4.23),

Gv(co) - C(co) = E (-)"'{C([2m(2TV 4- 1) 4- l]co)
(4.28) m~1

+ C([2m(2N + 1) - l]co)}.

For the sine-integral we have

/OO

4>(x) sin cox dx = ~ F[co; #(x)] = —S(—u).
2

Now (3.10) and (4.23) give

&v(co) - S(tc)  =  (i/2)R[0, ir/(2N + l)co, co;0(x)],

(4.29) SM - S(u) = T,{S([2m(2N + 1) 4- l]co)

- S([2m(2TV 4- 1) - l]co)}.

The remainders for other rules of quadrature can be found at once from the

identity (4.14). For example, in Simpson's rule we have
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Gc[xo, Ax;f(x)e~'ux]

(A ofu = (Ar) (5  E   + 5 E )fixo + vAx) exp (-üo(x0 4- pAx))
\t.ö\}) \ö y even O v odd/

=   /   f(x)e~'wx dx A- Rc[xo, Ax;/(x)e~ÎW:c]
jL.00

where

Rc[xo, Ax;f(x)e~iux] = |Ä[x0, 2Ax;/(x)e"H
(4.31)

+ ffi[xo+Ax,2Ax;/(x)e-H.

But R[xo, Ax;f(x)e~""x] = Ä[x0, Ax, co;/]. Therefore, by (4.23), the remainder in

Simpson's rule is

Rc[xo, Ax;f(x)e~'ux]

+ exp ( -imwXo/Ax) Q 4- ( -l)m |) F L - ^ ; /]}.

A comparison of the remainders (4.23) and (4.32) shows a superiority of the

trapezoidal rule. Suppose that the function f(x) is band-limited, as in many en-

gineering applications. Assume, for some fi > 0,

(4.33) F[co;/] = 0    for    co > SI

Let — Í2 < co < Í2. Formula (4.32) shows that Simpson's rule is exact, i.e. the

remainder is zero, if

co — 7t/Ax < — fi    and    co A- ir/Ax > Q

which is the case if

(4.34) Ax < tt/(|co I 4- Ö)

But (4.23) shows that the trapezoidal rule is exact if

(4.35) Ax < 2ir/(| w I + fl).

Thus, Ax may be taken twice as large in the trapezoidal rule. The next theorem states

that the tolerance (4.35) uniquely characterizes the trapezoidal rule.

Theorem 4.2. Let c„ (v = 0, ±1, ±2, • • •) be absolute constants. Let Í2 > 0.

Let B(tt, c) be the class of functions f(x) for which the series

BO

(4.36) Ax   E cr/(xo 4- vAx) exp (— ¿co(x0 4- vAx))
p =—X

converges when x0 is real and Ax > 0 and — Q < co < Í2; and for which the Fourier

transform

(4.37) F(co) =   f fix)t
J—oO
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is piecewise continuous and piecewise continuously differentiable for — £2 < co < £2,

with F(co) = 0 for | co | > £2. Assume that, when — £2 < co < £2, ¿/ie convergent series

(4.36) equals the Fourier integral F(co) for all f(x) in the class of band-limited func-

tions B(ü, c) for all Ax < 2ir/(\ co | 4- £2). Then all c, = 1.

Proof. Given the coefficients c„ (v = 0, ±1, ■ • • ) and the frequency-limit £2 > 0,

define

(4.38) f(x) = sin£2(x — x0 — jAx)/ir(x — xa — jAx)

where j is an integer and where Ax = x/£2. This function has the Fourier transform

F(co) = exp i-iuixo + jAx)) (-£2<co<£2)

(4.39)
Fia) =0 (| co | > Ö).

Further, for v = 0, ±1, ■ • •

/(x0 4- vAx) =0    if    v 9¿ j,

(4.40)
/(xo + jAx) = n/x.

Therefore,/(x) lies in the class B(£2, c).

The infinite series (4.36) has the value

(Ax)cj(£2/x) exp (—¿o(xo A-jAx)) = Cy exp (— ¿co(x0 A- jAx)).

Since

Ax = x/£2 < 2x/(| co | 4- ß)    when    -£2 < co < £2

the hypothesis of the theorem requires that the series-value (4.40) equal the

Fourier-integral value:

Cyexp (— io>ixo A- jAx)) = F(co) = exp (—¿o(x0 4-/Ax))       (—£2 < co < £2).

Therefore, c¡ = 1. Since j can be any integer, the theorem is proved. The next

theorem is a converse.

Theorem 4.3. Let £2 > 0. Let B(Í2) be the class of continuous functions fix) for

which the series

(4.36.1) Ax  E fixo + "Ax) exp (—¿co(x0 4- vAx))
v=— X

converges when x0 is real and Ax > 0 and — £2 < co < S2; and for which the Fourier

transform (4.37) exists and is square-inlegrable, with F(co) = 0/or | co | > Í2. Then,

when — Q < co < Í2, the convergent series (4.36.1) equals the Fourier integral F(o¡)

for all f(x) in the class of band-limited functions B(ü) for all Ax < 2x/(| co | -f- £2).

Proof. We have proved this theorem, in the paragraph preceding Theorem 4.2,

under the assumption (in Theorem 4.1) that f(x) is of bounded variation for

— oo < x < oo. We must deduce that the total variation V of f(x) is finite under

the hypothesis of Theorem 4.3. For all x we have

(4.41) fix) =~ [   Fiu)eiaxdu.
zx J-a

The hypothesis that/(x) is continuous is made to insure that the identity (4.41)

holds for all x, and not merely except for a set of measure zero.
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The function (4.41) is continuously differentiable, and the total variation oí fix)

equals

(4.42) V =  [   \f'ix)\dx g 4-».

But

\f'(x) | = l-L f F(a>)ia>eiax du
| 2x J-a

1    fQ
^ — /     | F(co)co I rico = M <   oo.

2x  J-!2

Therefore, by the hypothesis that F (a) is square-integrable, and by Plancherel's

Theorem,

V s ¿/>MI*^ = ¿íJ><»> [V*.<-.

This completes the proof that F <  oo.

The superiority of the trapezoidal rule is not restricted to band-limited functions.

This point is shown in a general way by the identity (4.13), but we wish to present

a specific example. Let

(4.43) f(x) = l/(x2 4-1) (-oo < x < oo).

The Fourier transform is

(4.44) F[w;fix)) = «H#1.

By (4.23), the remainder in the trapezoidal rule is

R[xo, Ax, co;/] = x E 'exP (im2irxQ/ Ax) exp (— I co 4- 2mir/Ax \)

(4.45) —i

+ exp ( — ¿m2xx0/Ax) -exp ( — | co — 2mir/Ax \)\.

As Ax —» -f-0, we have

R[xo, Ax, co:/] = (exp (2xî'x0/Ax)e_" + exp (— 2irix0/Ax)eu)

(4.46)
•exp (-2x/Ax) 4- 0(exp (-4x/Ax)).

To find the error in Simpson's rule with the same increment, Ax, we apply (4.14)

with

(4.47)    c„ = !,        a =i;       p = 2;       gix)  = fix)e~iax = e~imi'(x2 A- 1).

Substitution of (4.46) in (4.14) now yields

Re[xo , Ax; g] = fñ[x0 , 2Ax; g] A- iR[x0 A- Ax, 2Ax; g]

= |Ä[xo, 2Ax, co;/] + ÍR[xo + Ax, 2Ax, co;/]
(4.48)

= —f (exp (xî'xo/Ax)e u A- exp (— irixo/Ax)e") exp (— ir/Ax)

A- Oiexp i-2ir/Ax)).
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Thus, as Ax —> 4-0 in this example, the error in Simpson's rule is much larger than

the error in the trapezoidal rule.

5. The Convergent, Asymptotic Euler Series. Finally we wish to present a method

for computing Fourier integrals which can be used for all nonzero frequencies.

For small co or for large co one could compute the Fourier integral in a straight-

forward way. For small co the integrand oscillates very slowly, and there is no par-

ticular problem. An upper limit Xi and an increment Ax can be chosen so that (say

tot 8(a))

fXl
(5.1) /     sin wx<t>(x) dx

Jo

is a good approximation to <S(co) for 0 ^ co ;S co0 ; and then the finite-range integral

(5.1) could be computed, say, by Simpson's rule. If co0 is small, the increment Ax

need not be very small.

For uniformly large co, there also is no great problem. There are asymptotic,

divergent series which are very good numerically. For example, for S(a) repeated

integration by parts yields

,.„, r .      ., v,     ¿(0)    <Ao) ,*C4)(o)
(o.2) 1     sin wx<t>ix) dx ~- — -—-\- -—-~- — • • •

Jo CO CO C0D

if all derivatives of 4> are absolutely integrable. The example of 0(x) = 1/(1 4- x2)

illustrates that the asymptotic series (5.2) is usually divergent. This method, there-

fore, is useful only for large co. The series (5.2) has the added practical disadvantage

of requiring analytic differentiation of the function </>(x), a process which is not

easy to implement in a digital-computer subroutine for general usage. We will now

show that a summation formula of Euler, applied to the trigonometric sums Cjv(co),

*S/y(co), yields series which are asymptotic for large co and convergent for all co.

These series can be used for all co varying between some small and large positive

limits, COo  á   CO   5s   COi .

Theorem 5.1. Let a0 — ax A- a2 — as A- ■ ■ ■ be a convergent series. Let

èak = ak — ak+i,       b ak = ak — 2ak+i 4- ak+2,

(5.3) 8
5 ak = ak — 3ak+i A- 3ak+2 — ak+3, ■ ■ • .

Then

(5.4) a0 — ai A- a-, — ax A- ■ ■ ■ = %a0 + \ôa0 + i52a0 A- i^ao A- ■ ■ ■ .

Proof. This is Euler's transformation. The proof that the series on the right

converges and equals E ( — )*<** > provided only that the series E ( —)*at con-

verges, was first given in 1901 by L. D. Ames [7]. An exposition of the proof appears

in Knopp [6, p. 245], to which we refer the reader.

For later reference, we note the result, in Knopp's exposition, that the remainder

after m terms of the Euler series is the convergent series

(5.5) Rm = (l/2m)(5mo0 - Smai + ô'"a2 - Sma3 + ■■■).

The identity (5.4) states that Rm —> 0 as m —> oo.
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To prove the asymptotic character of the Euler series, we shall later use this

elementary result :

Lemma 5.1. For x ^ 0 let a(x) have continuous derivatives of order ^m 4- 1.

Let Rm be a convergent series defined by (5.5), where ak = a(k). Then

dx(5.6) | Rm | g 2'm f | a(m+1,(x)
Jo

if the infinite integral converges.

Proof. We first remark that

(5.7) hmak = (-)m [  ■■■  f a(m)(fc + m + ■ ■ ■ + um) dm ■ ■ ■ dum.
Jo Jo

This identity follows by induction : it is clearly true for m = 1 ; and if it is true for

any m, it implies

sm+,„ /sm„ sm«   N
o     ak = — (o ak+i — à ak)

= i-)m+1 f ■■■  f [aMik + 1+ m + ••• 4- um) - aMik + m
Jo Jo

(5.8) + • • • + Um)] dui ■ ■ ■ dum

= ( — )m~/    • • •   /   a{m+1)(k A- ui A- ■ ■ ■ A- um + um+i) dui
Jo Jo

• ■ ■ dum dum+i

From (5.7) we have

| Ôm02>   —  Ô   02k+1 |

/l .1     r-2y+l
■ ■ ■        I       a{m+1)(y 4- Mi 4- • ■ • + um) dy dui - - - dum

Jo     J2v

-1 .1     1.2H-2

^  /   • • •  /    /       | a(m+l)(y 4- mi 4- • • • 4- Um) | dydui - - ■ dum.
JO Jo     J2v

Summation of this inequality for v = 0, • • • , n yields

E I 5"'a2, — 5ma2H-i |
»=e

/l »1     »271+2• ■ •   /    /        | aim+"(y + ui + ■ ■ ■ + Um) | dy dm ■ ■ ■ dum
Jo   Jo

á   /    • • •   /    /    I a(m+ï)(y A- m A- ■■ ■ A- um) \ dy dm - - - dum ■
Jo Jo   Jo

Let

(5.11) 7(|) =  [m\a(m+a(x)\dx (Í è 0).

Since the integrand is ^0, we have /(£) â T(0). But the last expression (5.10)

equals the mean value
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(5.12)    f   ■■■  [ Um + ■ ■ ■ + um) dm ■ ■ ■ dum á /(O) = f | a(m+1)(x) | dx.
Jo Jo Jo

To bound | Rm I, we now write

n

2~m E iSma2, — ômffl2H-i)
2n+l

2-m £ i-)kFak
k=0

á 2~m ¿ | ¡To*. - ô"Wi | g 2-™ f   \ a(m+1)(x) | dx.
v=0 Jo

Letting n —> »,we find the required inequality (5.6).

Lemma 5.2. Let co > 0. Assume the convergence of the trapezoidal sums

M=0

(5.13)

Ctf(co) = Ax E\K(m + è)Ac) cosco(/¿ 4- è)Ax,
M=0

x

Sitia) = Ax ¿_,<t>ivAx) sin covAx,

where Ax = x/((2TV -f l)co). Let ^(-x) = ^(x). For 1 á v á 2TV let

cik) - ct - èiK(*/«)[,/(2/V + 1) + * - §]),
(5.14)

«(*) = s* = 0((x/co)(y/(2TV4- 1) +*))       (A = 0, 1, 2, •••)•

Let 8ck = ck — ck+1. Then

■IN

Cjv(co) = E (¿Co — 5ci 4- ôc2 — ÔC3 + •••) sin
(2TV + l)co 7=x 2TV 4- 1

(5.15)

&»(«) = /OAr   ,   ..    E iso — Si + s2 — s3 4- • • • ) sin
VIT

(2TV 4- l)w í=í 2TV 4- 1"

Proof. The identity (5.15) for SNia) follows immediately from the definition

(5.13) because, for v = 1, • • • , 2TV,

(5.16)   sinco(i>4- (2TV 4- l)fc)Ax = (-)* sin j/x/(2TV 4- 1) (A = 0, 1, • • •).

i'rom the definition (5.13) for C/y(w), we have

X

Cjv(co) = |Ax  22 iK(m + 5)Ax) cosco(aí 4- |)Ax.

Letting p. = N — v (— <x>  < i> < 00 ), we find

CM =\(2n\ 1)„ Js. * (¿0 ß - 2TVTl)) Si

(5-17) = (2TV + Deo tilv t (wTT " Ö)

vrr
sm

2TV 4- 1

* \co V2TV -f 1 + 2//

ex
Sin

2TV 4- 1 '

The identity (5.15) for Cjv(co) now follows from (5.16).

We will now obtain convergent Euler expansions for the sums E (— )hàck and

E ( — )*** ■ The sum E (— )k°~Ck must be treated with special care. The first term,
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ôca, involves some f with negative arguments. In the extension of f(x) as an even

function for — oo < x < œ, discontinuities in the derivatives of f may appear at

x = 0. For example, if fix) = exp ( — x) for x ^ 0, the even extension exp ( — | x |)

has discontinuous derivatives at the origin. To insure that the partial Euler sums

behave well as co —> », it is important to require that fix) have continuous deriva-

tives only for i^O. Therefore, we will isolate the term 8c0. Thus, we will use the

Euler expansion :

X X

(5.18) Ôco + E ( - )kàck = àc»- Y, 2~nônci .
k=l 71=1

For E i — )ksk there is no such difficulty, and we simply write

X X

(5.19) E (-)*«* = ¿2r-w
fc=0 71=0

The identities (5.18), (5.19) are direct applications of the Euler-Ames Theorem 5.1.

Now define the remainders rm and pm :

(5.20) E 2~VCl =  Ê 2~"onCi + r,„(co) (m ^ 1),

X Til—1

(5.21) E 2""~ISo = E 2-'l-1Ôns0 + pmia) (m ^ 0),
71=0 71=0

where E°=i = Eñ=o = 0. To obtain the behavior of rm(a) as co —> oo, we use the

representation
X

(5.22) ,-„(«) = 2~m+1 E i-)k5mck+i im ^ 1)
fc=0

which follows from (5.5). We can now use Lemma 5.1 if we define

(5.23) rm = 2Rn ,        ck+1 = ak ,        <A(x/co(i7(2A + 1) + x 4- £)) = a(x).

We have

(sr«w-(¿r^+,,(¿(2sVí+^o)-
The inequality (5.6) of Lemma 5.1 now yields

(5.24) | r. | á 2~m+1 J   Mjj      | f^it) | dx

where | = (x/co)((j7(2TV + 1)) + x + £). Now, for k ^ 1 and co > 0,

? ^ (v/(2TV 4-1)4- è)x/co > 0    when    x è 0.

Therefore, (5.24) gives

(5.25) | r. | á 2^m+l (0" jf | *(m+1)(£) | « (m è  1).

To estimate pm(co) as co —> oo, we use (5.5) to write

x

(5.26) P„,(co) = 2~m E i-Yo'"sk im ^ 0).
k=o
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To use Lemma 5.1, we let

(5.27) Pm = Rm,       sk = ak,       4>((ir/u)[v/(2N 4-1)4- x]).

We then conclude

(5.28) I P. | á 2~m feY jf | <t>{'"+l\a) | dt im £ 0).

We have thus proved the following theorem:

Theorem 5.2. For x ^ 0 let fix) and ior) f(x) have m A- 1 continuous deriva-

tives, with

(5.29) f | f(m+1\x) | dx < oo, Í   | c6("i+0(x) ¡ dx < oo.
Jo                                                    Jo

For v = 1,2, - ■ ■ , 2TV and k = 0, 1, 2, • • • define ck and sk by (5.14), where fi —x) =

fix) in the definition of c0 ■ Let the sei'ies

X X

(5.30) Yti-ftek   and    E (-)*'**
*=o *=o

converge for all sufficiently large a > 0. Let m be fixed. Then as a —> cc

(5.31) E i-)kdck = Sco - E 2""5'ic1 + 0(«-m) im ^ 1),
ft = 0 71=1

X „t—1

(5.32) E (-)** = E 2-"-1ô"so + 0(«-M) im ê 0).

7/m —* oo, for fixed a we have convergence (5.18), (5.19).

These results give a numerical method for computing the integrals

Cia) =   /    fix) COS cox dx,        Sia) =   /    fix) sin cox cTx.
Jo Jo

First we approximate the integrals by trapezoidal sums C/y(co), SNia) ; the errors

CN — C and SN — S are given in formulas (4.28) and (4.29). In the forms (5.15)

the trapezoidal sums Cat and SN involve infinite series E ( ~~ )kSck and E ( — )''sk.

These infinite series are approximated by truncated Euler series. For m ^ 1 we find

2JT     / m—1 \

SM = (2ATTir. S S 2"""lô"S» SÍn 2T7T1 + Oia-%

It is important to illustrate the power and the limitations of this technique. First

we chose the example

(5.34) Cia)  = f   e~xcosaxdx (co > 0).
Jo

Here we happen to know the integral explicitly:

(5.35) C(co) = 1/(1 + co2).
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In this case we have fix) = exp (— | x |), and (5.14) becomes

ck = J exp {- (x/co) | v/i2N + 1) + k - | || (* fc 0);
(5.36)

hck = J(l - e"1") exp i-(x/co) („/(2TV+ 1) + A; - J)} (fee 1).

The original series E i — )k8ck appearing in (5.15) is

„37) fa + M1 _,-.-, (£,_)■ exp(^))exp(_ï(_z__')}.

This series converges very slowly for large co. To obtain the Euler series, we first

compute

(5.38)       8nci = Kl - e~""T exp {- (x/co)[v/(2N + 1) 4- «J,

(5.89)        Seo = | [exp (- I | g^—. - 11) - exp (- f (^^ + l))] .

The Euler partial sum in (5.33) now takes the form

(5.40) *. - I eXp{- I y^ + 0} g (L^)' .

As m —* =o this series always converges faster than ¿-,2~n; and for fixed m, as

co —» oo, the remainder is O(co~m). An explicit upper bound for the remainder is

given by (5.25):

(5.41) \rm\ ^ 2"m+1(x/co)m.

This upper bound is useful for large co but fails to demonstrate the convergence

I'm —* 0 when co ^ x/2.

The following example shows that the Euler series should not usually be used

when the theory of residues can be used. Consider the integral

(5.42) Sia) =  [
Jo x2 4- 1

sin cox dx.

The odd extension of fix) = x/(x" -f- 1) is, in this case, analytic along the whole

line — oo < x < oo, including x = 0. Using the theory of residues, one finds the

familiar result

Sia) = e"M (co > 0).

Thus, Sia) —> 0 as co —» oo faster than any power co-"1-1. The asymptotic relation

(5.33) for Sitia) still holds, but it gives a very weak result.

By contrast, consider

(5.43) C(co) =  /    -;-^—T cos cox dx.
Jo

x

x^+ 1

The even extension of ^(x) = x/(x 4- 1) is not analytic at x = 0. The theory of

residues cannot be used, and in fact C(co) does not tend exponentially to zero for

w —* =c. A few integrations by parts show that

(5.44) Cia) = -1/co2 4- 0(l/co4)    as    a>-»oo.
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For the example (5.43) the Euler approximation (5.33) would be an adequate

approximation to the trapezoidal sum CN . The great error in computing this integral

Cia) would come in the approximation of C by CN . The first term in the series

(4.28) for the error CN - C is

(5.45) -C((2TV4-2)co) - C(2TVco)^l/2TVV   as   TV->oo.

Since Cia) does not tend rapidly to zero, it is important to use a fairly large

number TV.

The last example suggests the use of a correction term. After TV has been fixed,

and after CNia) or S sia) has been computed from an Euler partial sum (5.33),

additional accuracy can usually be obtained by computing the correction term

(5.46) yN = CNi2Nu) A- C*((27V 4- 2)co)

or, for the sine integral,

(5.47) aN = SNi2Na) - SNii2N A- 2)co).

The terms yx and aN are numerical approximations to the first terms in the error-

series (4.28), (4.29). The improved value for C(co) will be CN A- yN ; the improved

value for S ( co ) will be SN A- aN .
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